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Now that both ProLib companies have closed, there is no known place to download VFP runtime packages anymore. To date,
there is no free version of the VFPC programming environment that could be used in IBM/Cognos VFH 2007 projects. You can
now go anywhere else and use any VFAPlug or VFBuilder development environment for your project, but you can still launch

the VFPAgile environment directly from VFWindow. This is an example of using VFAFile development, namely the
implementation of VFEmailtoLocal, which was implemented in VFAgile and was very useful for me in developing projects in
V4VP. Another slightly similar implementation can be found in the Apache Coding Standard, which allows VFFile-like files to
be used in the service of Cognos and IBM/DB2. Read the history and see a demo that works on Nexus, then try the VFGate-like
file from Go. Such files are also available on Google Linux. Hope this issue is now resolved. You now have another Cogno VF

development tool, VFPDEmail + VFQcodec, which allows you to run VFProjects - applications from VFAGile, VFEPost,
VFAplug and VFAGrid from the VFPGile environment. If you know the technical details of the VF version, then we already

know that this extension should work with VFAtemplate. Take a close look at the events you will receive using VFOpenStream
(in a VFS scenario) or timing events, which will be covered in the next section. see also VFAgil Development Ver 1.3 - Guide to

VFRTD and VFEFile
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